A pre-amplifier, so transparent and versatile it bridges the gap between fingertips, guitar and amplifier with
a full spectrum of sounds. Channel A epitomizes the core of the original BB Preamp. It has an amp-like feel.
Characteristics that are very open with rich complex harmonics. Channel B is the most versatile booster we
have ever designed. At any setting, it delivers the most inspiring musical tone that only dreams are made of.
Activate both channel stacks with a single button for unlimited configurations of superb tone.
Channel A

Volume
Controls overall level of A channel
Tone
Attenuates midrange and
high midrange frequencies.

CH-A Comp
Switch between two different cutoff frequencies. Button down (Hard)
offers corner freq @ 500hz, deep bass.
Button up (Soft) offers corner freq @
1khz delivers a nice note seperation,
useful for humbacking P.U.

Volume
Controls overall level of B channel
CH-B Comp
Switch between two different
cut-off frequencies the same as
Ch-A but offers slightly more
gain and different frequencies.
Button down (Hard)
offers corner freq @ 350hz.
Button up (Soft) offers corner
freq @ 500hz

Gain
Determines the amount of
gain of A channel

*Comp not as pronounced with low gain settings

Channel B

CH A
True bypass, no loading
down when the pedal is off
Gain
Determines the amount of
gain of B channel

*Comp not as pronounced with low gain settings

Ch B
True bypass, no loading
down when the pedal is off
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EQ
Allows you to shape the tone of
Ch B to your desired sound.
Treble: High shelving EQ @10KHz
Mid: Peaking @1KHz
Bass: Low shelving EQ @500Hz

A>B, B>A:
Change the order of the
channel stacking between
A channel goes into B channel
or
B channel goes into A channel
Button Down

B channel

A channel

Signal flow

Button Up

A channel

B channel

Signal flow

Sample Sound Settings:
Dual Clean Booster

60’s British Sound

Lead Boost : A channel only
Clean Flat Boost : B channel only

Hideaway : A channel only
Crossroads : B channel only

Input impedance: 1M ohm
Output impedance: 1K ohm
Max current draw: 15mA
Dimensions: W4.62” D3.65” H2”
Weight: 0.9 lbs
Optional external power supply: 9 volt DC (regulated recommended)
2.1mm standard barrel with negative tip (center)
such as Boss PSA, Ibanez, Dunlop Power brick, Voodoo Labs
Power-all, 1-spot, etc
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